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Retrieving, No Force 
Please

By Ben O Williams

Every dog is a natural retriever with innate abil 
ity handed down through countless genera 
tions, but that does not always relate to a pup 

retrieving birds to hand. Some dogs are reluctant to retrieve 
or will bring a bird halfway back and drop it. Some choke 
on the feathers and refuse to retrieve at all.

Before frustration gets the better of you and drastic 
measures are taken out on the dog, analyze why the pup is 
doing what he is doing. It could be an issue of dominance or 
aggression, but most times it is just inexperience. Force train-
ing in this situation may be more detrimental than helpful. 
Many dogs just need time to sort it out on their own.

When hunting pointing dogs on wild birds, on a scale 
of one to ten (ten being the most important), pointing, 
holding a point, backing other dogs, relocating and backing 
again, and finding downed birds all would get tens in my 
book. Retrieving a wild bird to hand is not that important. 
It would only be a four.

That may come as a surprise to some hunters. In fact, I 
believe locating a downed bird is the most important part 
of retrieving. I teach every dog to hunt dead. When a bird 
goes down I prefer a dog to be on it as soon as possible, and 
this means that they are not steady to wing and shot.

Teaching a pup to hunt dead is a simple task. Go to 
where the bird dropped - never assume it is dead - and 
walk around looking down while repeating “hunt dead, 
hunt dead” over and over again. The pup should know 
a bird is down or that you are looking for something. He 
will quickly understand your enthusiasm and start look-
ing by using his nose. Later, many of my dogs will hunt 
dead even if no bird is shot. They know, by my words and 
actions that I’m looking for something, and they want to 
be part of it.

Once the interest in finding birds is achieved, dogs con-
nect picking up a bird and retrieving it with your enthusi-
asm, and they are more inclined to bring it to you. When a 

dog is looking for a dead bird, you are looking 
also. If you are close by, go down on one knee. 
Just as soon as the bird is found and encourage 
him to bring it to you. By being close at hand, 
you assert yourself as the dominant force, and 
he will fetch the bird to you with little time to 
think about what is going on.

When a new pup finds his first bird, let him 
smell it and pick it up. It’s okay if he drops it. 
This is new to him, so let him be alone for a 
short while and do his own thing. No two dogs 
react the same. One pup may pick up the dead 
bird and run away from you. That’s a good 
sign - at least he picked it up. He is probably 
too excited to think about retrieving. Some pups 
will bring a bird only part of the way, and that 
is okay too. Others will stand over the bird. Just 
let them work it out. This is an important les-
son a pup has to learn on his own. Most pups, 
as they mature and gain more experience, will 
come around to retrieving without any force 
training.
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